GOVERNOR GAVIN NEWSOM recently took a step back to an era of mob hits, a killer nicknamed Jimmy the Weasel, and a guy named Pete Pianezzi, dubbed the Bum Rap Kid.

"I was a young man learning that life story and . . . got to know Pete," Newsom said in March 2019, as he announced the reprieves of 737 condemned inmates. "I also had the opportunity in that spirit to start thinking and reflect upon the death penalty."

By the time young Newsom met Pianezzi, the "Kid" was an elderly denizen of North Beach in San Francisco, one with quite a backstory.

He had straightened himself out and worked his way up to become the San Francisco Examiner’s circulation manager. But in the 1930s, Pianezzi was part of a crew that robbed banks in Los Angeles.

In October 1937, two gunmen walked into Roost Cafe in Los Angeles. One shot and killed Les Bruneman, a former bootlegger who had run gambling operations in Redondo Beach. The triggerman killed a restaurant worker who had run outside apparently to get the hitmen’s license plate.

Police arrested Pianezzi in December 1939, and he was tried and convicted of double homicide. He might have landed on death row except a single juror held out on the death penalty. An L.A. newspaper came to believe that he was wrongly convicted and dubbed him the Bum Rap Kid. But he was sentenced to an indeterminate life term for the killings and for an unrelated bank robbery.2

He ended up serving a 13-year prison term, was paroled from Folsom Prison in 1953, and settled in San Francisco where he met Newsom’s father, California Court of Appeal Justice William Newsom — who died in December 2018, shortly before his son was sworn in as governor.

“I always heard that he was framed,” Justice Newsom recalled in an oral history. “And so I worked on the case outside the court system, and I determined on my own that he had, in fact, been framed.”3

Justice Newsom’s father (the governor’s grandfather) similarly became convinced of Pianezzi’s innocence of murder and had worked to get him paroled.

“I was no angel, Bill, but I never killed anybody in my life,” Justice Newsom recalled his friend saying.

Meanwhile, two San Diego Union reporters, the late John Sandefer and his partner Carl Cannon, broke the story that Jimmy “The Weasel” Frantianno, a Mafia hitman who had flipped in 1977, told the FBI the real story of Bruneman’s murder.

At the direction of L.A. mob boss Jack Dragna, a San Diego mobster named Frank “The Bomp” Bombensiero watched the door, while Leo “The Lips” Mocceri shot Bruneman eight times.

Realizing it was necessary to present the question to the Supreme Court, Newsom said he “persuaded the majority of the Supreme Court to . . . give[] permission to grant a pardon to Pianezzi.” And so, in 1981,
Newsom turned to a friend, Quentin Kopp, then on the San Francisco Board of Supervisors and later a California state senator and Superior Court judge, to present Pianezzi’s request for a pardon to then Gov. Jerry Brown.

“I don’t remember him ever showing bitterness,” Kopp said of Pianezzi. “He was just another one of the boys in North Beach.”

Brown granted the pardon in 1981, presenting Justice Newsom and Pianezzi with the certificate at North Beach Restaurant. Pianezzi was grateful, though he lamented that his wife didn’t live long enough to see the day when he was fully cleared of murder.

“The guy got evidence that he is innocent,” Jerry Brown told me recently. “Why wouldn’t you pardon him? If you don’t pardon him, you’re doing an injustice.”

San Francisco Chronicle columnist Herb Caen recorded Pianezzi’s death in 1992 at age 90 with an item about the memorial at the Washington Square Bar & Grill, where Justice Newsom would be presiding over “bibulous ceremonies.”

On March 13, Gov. Newsom gathered legislators and reporters on the second floor of the Capitol, and spoke in personal terms about his father and grandfather’s quest to exonerate Pianezzi, and how people can be wrongly convicted.

“This is about who I am as a human being. This is about what I can or cannot do — to me this was the right thing to do,” he said.
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With the exception of capital punishment cases, review by the Supreme Court is a matter of discretion, and that discretion is exercised on rare occasions. Of the nearly 7,000 petitions for review and requests for writ relief filed each year, the Court grants full review (and eventually issues an opinion) in roughly 60–70 cases. The Court’s review-granting function is central to its role in deciding important legal questions of statewide concern and ensuring that the law is applied uniformly throughout the state. I wanted to explore this process a bit further with Justice Groban.

The criminal and civil central staffs prepare a detailed “conference memorandum” for every petition, which summarizes the pertinent facts and procedural posture of the case, evaluates the merits of the underlying issues, and assigns the case to the Court’s internal “A” or “B” list. Cases on the A list are those that staff have deemed worthy of warranting formal discussion at the weekly conference. The remaining B-list cases are not discussed at the conference unless a justice has so requested.

Every week, the five attorneys on Justice Groban’s staff divvy up the conference memoranda and offer input and analysis. Groban reviews every conference memorandum, any supporting materials, and his staff’s analysis, and occasionally will ask for further research on a particular issue. The undertaking is substantial, he noted, adding “I could spend the entire week working on the petition cases alone.”

The weekly petition conference obeys longstanding formality, with the justices taking turns to discuss each case by order of seniority (with the exception of the Chief Justice, who gets the last word). Justice Groban finds this process edifying. “Generally, it is an opportunity for the justices to share how they view threshold questions, the role of our Court, standard of review, deference, these kinds of overriding issues that are implicated every week. Because petitions by their nature are designed to look at issues of statewide importance or issues where there has been a conflict between the courts of appeal, the conference is a helpful tool for identifying impactful cases and the state of the law.”

Justice Groban shared one other helpful observation about the Supreme Court’s processes. Much of the communication between the justices occurs through detailed memoranda and other written exchanges, particularly in the “preliminary response” to an authoring justice’s pre-argument calendar memo (akin to a draft opinion). In Justice Groban’s view, “having to memorialize your thoughts in writing requires a more detailed and methodical approach to cases. It allows us, in a systematic way, to see each other’s thought processes, as one justice builds upon the response of the previous justice.”

I look forward to reading Justice Groban’s opinions and observing how he will shape the law in the years to come.
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